Most Holy Family Monastery
In this Christmas letter, I wanted to give our friends and benefactors an update on the recent activities of Most Holy Family
Monastery.
According to an Amazon company which is the largest tracker of website activity in the world, our current traffic rank for our
website (as of December 8, 2008) makes us the most visited and accessed Traditional Catholic website in the world. We now
have a whole new version of our website. The appearance of our website has been dramatically improved. We also now
have another website, www.vaticancatholic.com, which links to our main website: www.mostholyfamilymonastery.com. Our
website name vaticancatholic.com will be much easier for people to remember and pass along to others. It also pertains very
much to what our material covers.
Recently, Brother Peter produced new audios. These include Justification by Faith Alone Refuted; The Bible teaches
that Jesus made St. Peter the first Pope; The Bible teaches Purgatory, Confession to a Priest, Baptismal Regeneration and
Infant Baptism, and The Bible on Praying to and Venerating Saints. (See the order form for details.) These audios
refuting Protestantism are among the best available in the world today because they get right to the point and present the
irrefutable biblical evidence. In the near future, there are more audios coming out which prove Catholicism from the Bible.
These facts and scripture verses, which refute Protestantism and prove Catholic teachings from the Bible, will also be
combined into a book. This book will be one of the best tools available for converting non-Catholics to the Catholic faith.
I also have a new book on UFOs which has been completed. (See the order form for details.) It contains the most
interesting information and facts extracted from thousands of pages of research I did on UFOs. I feel very strongly that this
book will make a major impact on people from any background. This book, which explains the truth about UFOs from a
Catholic perspective, is especially important now, with the explosion of interest in UFOs that has recently swept the country.
We also now have available new and greatly improved versions of our DVDs. (See the order form for details.) There
are already over one million copies of our books and videos in circulation. One of the ways that we’ve been able to circulate
our material so widely is by offering things at an extremely low price. Someone might say, “Why don’t you charge more?”
There are a number of reasons we don’t charge more. If you charge a higher amount – sometimes even a slightly higher price
– significantly fewer people will order and distribute the information. It’s that simple. Many people don’t have much
money. Our extremely low prices enable large numbers of people to purchase and distribute our material to others without
much trouble. This is one of the only ways that the message reaches many new people. Our extremely – and some would
say shockingly – low prices are a primary reason we have gotten out over one million copies of this critical information. The
only way that our monastery can continue our mission of reaching extremely large numbers is if people send large
donations, or if many people send us significant donations on a regular basis.
We need financial assistance to maintain our monastery and our massive outreach and apostolate. That’s why we are asking,
especially right now, for those with an abundance or super-abundance of money to send us large contributions. We don’t
want people who are struggling to send us large donations, but we are asking those who are doing well financially. The

information that we are putting out is critical; people need to see it. When people see it, conversions occur and lives change.
It’s a matter of eternal salvation for a person to get the real Catholic faith. If we are satisfied that we have the faith, and are
not zealous to spread it to others, how can we ever expect to be saved? Do we really care about our fellow man? Our Lord
mentions the following about the situation in the last days – the period we are living in: “For when the Son of Man, returns to
the Earth, do you think he will find faith?” (Luke 18:8) St. James says: “He who can do good, and does not do good, does
evil.” In this time of almost complete apostasy, enabling a person to discover and maintain the true Catholic faith is the
greatest gift a person can give. That’s the primary work of our monastery. Non-Catholics are being converted and people are
returning to the Catholic faith through our information.
We have recently discovered a new program where, in a matter of months, we can have our website advertized (and clicked
on at no extra cost) to millions of souls every month. If you are willing to make a large financial commitment to this critical
missionary effort please give us a call. We can give you a quick overview on how it canZRUN
Now is the time to make a difference in some person’s life. Now is the time to decide what you really value.
Please help save many people from the eternal misery and hopelessness of Hell. Your financial support could possibly
make part of the difference where a person will spend eternity.
Sincerely,

Bro. Michael Dimond, O.S.B.
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